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¿happy?
 
¿Happy?
 
I am glad.
Since the sun is shining on your face,
and found someone who really cares.        
Those tender yellow golden rays,
will come as a answer to your prayers.
 
 
I am pleased.
Since your life is out of stormy water,
and found a harmonious, loving place.
Life doesn’t have to be a slaughter,
take it as a warm embrace
 
 
I am content.
Since your life turned out for the better,  
and  found a nice man to love.
I wish you the bests of lucks together,
if he is the one you dreaming of.
 
 
I am happy.
Since your finally doing good, doing well,
doing all the things witch made is possible, in the end.
But how can I be happy? How can I tell?
How can I be happy?   When all I can be is just A friend.
 
Val.31-10-2008
 
valentino montanna
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A Different Point Of View.
 
A different point of view.
 
Don’t be unhappy with things you cant do,
be happy with the things you can do.
 
Don’t be unhappy with what you don’t have,
be happy with what you do have.
 
Don’t be unhappy with the a life you cant live.
Be happy with a life you can live.
 
Don’t be unhappy with something that don’t matter,
be happy with the something that do matter.
 
Don’t be unhappy with what you cant be.
Be happy with what you can be.
 
Don’t be unhappy with people that don’t care.
Be happy with people that do care.
 
At least consider the size of the importance in life.
Cause It’s the small thing in life that matter the most.                                  
 
Val.19-05-2008
 
valentino montanna
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Angst. (German)
 
Angst.
 
Ich wünschte, ich hätte dir deine Angst nehmen können,
um dir all das Glück auf dieser Erde zu gönnen.
Deine Angst vor dem großen Ungewissen, die Angst
daß ich dich nicht werde vermissen.
 
Deine Zweifel, daß ich mich nicht so gebe wie ich bin,
die Gedanken über dieses und jenes schlechthin.
Du bist ein sehr besonderer Mensch für mich,
und ich weiß, das war ich auch für dich.
 
Meine Worte kamen immer geradewegs aus meinem Herzen,
doch meine Worte brachten dir nur Schmerzen.
Weil mehr als Worte konnte ich dir nicht geben,
doch trotzdem war die Angst da mit mir zu leben.
 
Ich hoffe, du bemerkst irgendwann,
daß, was wir gemeinsam hatten, da war mehr dran.
Die Ängste, deine Zweifel, das Gefühl in deinem Bauch,
hätte dir sagen sollen, daß ich der Mensch, bin den du brauchst.
 
Val.27-04-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Ball.
 
Ball
 
All over the world they are made,
some round some oval shaped.
They come in different seizes and weight,
and it keeps the world agape.
 
 
As long as scores are made, 
as long you thrown, hit, kick ore catch.
No matter in what game you played,
no matter in what match.                              
 
 
Its fun for young and old,
to have one its very smart
For children and adult,
brings it joy and laughter to the backyard.
 
 
The biggest invention after the wheel,
and the nicest toy of all.
For passing away time its so ideal,
that it can only be one thing. The ball.
 
                                                                                           Val.02-06-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Casualty Of Love
 
Casualty of love
 
 
I offered you a future,
made you forget about your past.
To your wounds I was like a suture,
to your heart I was like a cast.
 
I was the one who made you smile,                   
and swept away all of your tears.
It was every minute worthwhile,
helping you to forget about your fears.
 
I brought you conferred and hope,             
when all of your hope seemed lost.                       
Our love was the perfect dope,
that’s why our life’s had to cross.
 
Now I am trying to read your mind,
finding the answer to your doubt.
Killing off questions from all kind,
searching for what it was all about.
 
And it makes me feel like big sham,
to thrown away everything that we had planned.
A casualty of love, that’s all that I am,
for loving someone, I don’t understand.
 
Val.24-05-2008
 
valentino montanna
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Don’t Hurt Me!
 
Don’t hurt me!
 
Can’t you see.
What you doing to me.
You making me life misery.
So please let me be.
And stop hurting me.
 
Val.  25-10-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Dream Stealer.
 
Dream stealer.
 
Last night, I lay in bed.
A million thoughs where in my head.
 
I closed my eyes, I saw your face.
It toke me back to that special place.
 
With vivid dreams, who never fade.
Were we could life the dreams were made.
 
Dreams of joy, and how it would be.
Now all they are is a memory.
	
Memory of dreams, we ones shared.
Millions of thoughs which made me scared.
 
So I shut my eyes, and I am hoping to.
Forget the world, and dream about you.
 
Val.24.02.2009
 
valentino montanna
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Drück Dich! (German)
 
Drück dich!  
 
Denkst du an mir? ...
Vermisst du mich? ...
Fehl ich dir? .............
Drum drück ich dich!
 
Val.6-5-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Een Dikke Knuffel. (Dutch)
 
Een dikke knuffel.
 
Een knuffel voor een goede vriendin.
Een knuffel omdat ik je bemin.
Een knuffel voor je lieve lach.
En een knuffel omdat ik je mag.
 
Een knuffel voor een toffe meid.
Een knuffel voor de gezelligheid.
Duizenden knuffels en nog veel meer.
En morgen knuffel ik je weer.
 
Maar de dikste knuffel, voor jou bestemt.
Is een knuffel omdat jij ZOOOO….. lief bent.
 
Een dikke knuffel.
 
Snake.13-02-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Fear Of Darkness.
 
Fear of darkness.
 
When day becomes night,
all colours fade away.
The world needs a light,
ore everything will be grey.
 
Now dusk falls over me,
no sunlight hits my eyes.
I cant start feeling free,
cause my heart still cries.
 
Something precious that’s bin broken,
so fragile it takes time to heal.    
Many feelings left unspoken,
its very difficult to reveal.                                    
 
Stuck for many ages,
in a dark cold well, 
Locked up in different cages
and in the past I still dwell.
 
The darkness that I fear,
and my soul cant defend.
A nightmare so severe,
only the gods knows how it will end.
                                                                                Val.28-05-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Feelings
 
Feelings
 
Love – hate,
Pleasure – pain.
They are all feelings,
and I have no more love to gain.
 
Some feelings good,
some are bad.
I especially hate the ones,
who make me sad.
 
And I am in that place,
right now.
I want to get out,
but don’t know how.
 
Now there is only one thing for me to do.
Is to.….forget.….about.…………..you.
 
Val.23-05-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Growing Beauty
 
Growing beauty.
 
Today, she looks very pretty,
even lovelier as yesterday.
Tomorrow, she looks more gorgeous, it’s a pity,
Cause tomorrow is still soooooo…….. faraway.
 
Val.10-08-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Hopeless Hope.
 
Is it hopeless to hope,
when all your hopes feel hopeless?
Or does your hope feel hopeless,
when its only hopeless to hope?
 
To live your life with hope,
can feel hopeless.
But it’s more hopeless,
to live your life without.
 
valentino montanna
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Hurt.
 
Hurt.
 
Why do I feel like this?
Why do I feel this way?
Can somebody pleace say?
 
Why do I feel fear?
Why do I feel afraid?
Will there be another date?
 
Why do I feel worried?
Why do I feel upset?
Is there some kinda threat?
 
I just don’t know.
I just don’t understand
What it is and what it all meant.
 
love isn't supossed to be like this.
love isn't supossed to hurt.
 
Val.23-10-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Hurt..
 
Hurt.
 
Words tremble, when I say your name.
Hearts pounding, if I caused you pain
Words cut like knives, they sometimes do.
But they never, ever where meant……..for hurting …..YOU!
 
Val.17-06-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Ikea Love.
 
Ikea love.
 
Fast, easy and quick
It fits in one click.
 
Ikea love, to easy, to fast.
A love which doesn’t last.
 
Snake.28-03-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Lake House.
 
Lake house.
 
You told me to trust and wait,
and for a long time I kept  faith.
A feeling of  you belonging to my soul,
made me spin my mind and lose control.
My heart got weak, couldn't wait much longer,
cause my love for you was growing stronger.
I did something I wasn't mend to do,
I crossed the street, to get closer to you.
I dint see it coming, dint see the car,
suddenly it hit me and it made a scare.
Now the memory will slowly fade,
and forgotten will be the dreams we made.
As faraway as our lake house now may seem,
I still take a visit, ……….. if only in a dream.
 
Val.01-04-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Living A Lei.
 
Living a lei.
 
It starts when a lei becomes truth.
It ends when truth becomes a lie.
 
Val.27-01-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Lost In Time.
 
Lost in time.
 
My life is passing me by,      
and the past seems forever gone.        
I cant stop it even if I try,
Slowly time moves on.
 
Slowly another day will come,       
and every morning holds a new dawn.                  
It bring new opportunities to some,
while mine are lost and gone.
 
While I know to who I belong,              
I am hoping for you to return.
Meanwhile I listening to our song,
and my eyes starting to burn.
 
And there is nothing I can do,
to stop this feeling deep inside.
Small things remind me about you,
I cant escape the day and hide.                             
 
I  cant forget your lovely eyes,                                     
and your beautiful voice so divine.
Its like looking into bride blue sky’s,
It gives me shivers down my spine.
 
It is like being lost forever,
in a certain place and time.
Time heals all wounds however,
you’re always be a part of mine.
 
Val.8-9-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Lost.
 
Lost.
 
I get confused and helpless when I am loss.
I get mixed up in time, without a cause.
I get scared and I am afraid for goodbyes.
Because I am lost, …........… lost in your eyes.
 
Val.27-04-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Love 2 Hate.
 
Love 2 hate.
 
I would like to love LOVE….
Because I LOVE… to love.
But I hate love.
Because LOVE hates me!
 
Val.29-07-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Love Shines A Light
 
love shines a light
 
I can’t tell right from wrong,
I don’t know what going on.
My body is weak yet my soul is strong
its filled of you from dusk till dawn.
 
I can’t distinguish good from bad,
those nice words you ever said.
I should be happy yet I feel sad,
you make it all spinning inside my head.
 
I can’t separate truth from falls,
not knowing if you will call.
Emotions take a climb yet time will stalls,
to be patient is the hardest of all.
 
But I don’t have to separate day from night,
I never ever have to search a light.
My love for you will always shine bright,
cause loving you its not a burden, ………. it’s a delight.
 
Val 24-02-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Mein Hertz. (German)
 
Mein hertz.
 
Du braug mir nur dein hertz su geben,
dann shenk ich dir meins.
Mein hertz wil nur fuhr dich leben,
weil mein hertz ist deins.
 
Val.  25-10-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Mein Stern. (German)
 
Mein stern.
 
Ein kleines Lichtlein.
Leuchted auf mir.
Doch ich wein.
Du bist nicht hier
 
Glitsendere Funken,
Blitsen mir zu.
In Finsternis versunken,
wo bist dehn du?
 
Wo is mein stern?
Bin so allien.
Du bist so fern.
Will bei Dir sein.
 
Komm doch zu mir,
wenn der Himmel fällt.
Ich brauch Dich hier,
in meiner Welt.
 
Dehn ein stern der zein job had volbracht,
kan unten die menchen ein engel werden.
Ich wunche dir eine gute nacht,
Mein engel auf eerden.
 
Val.18-11-2009
 
valentino montanna
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My Endless Love
 
Like a wheel,
ever spinning round.
Like the hands of a clockwork,
has endless hours to bound.
 
Like a spiral,
forever going down.
Like a hourglass is revolving, 
and spins his empty crown.
 
Like time,
there’s is no beginning and no ending of.
And like for always in eternity and forever and a day,
will be my endless love.
 
 
Val.08-08-2011
 
valentino montanna
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My Guardian Angel
 
My guardian angel.
 
Every time I whisper you name.
A angel awakes my flame.
 
Every time my hearts stops beating.
A angel heals my bleeding.
 
Every time I see your face.
A angel touches a certain place.
 
Every time you touch my soul.
A angel keeps me under control.	
 
Every time you speak to me.
A angel is all I see.
 
Every time you lead me trough.
My guardian angel, I love you.
 
Val.25-02-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Rain
 
Rain
 
The first time I saw you,           
you came to my domain.
The sun dint shine trough,
you where waiting in the rain.
 
I remember when we met,
I stood in front of you with a rose.
Your hair was wet,
and a droplet hanging from your nose.
 
 
You put your hand in mine,
and we walked down the lane
I thought it was very fine,
the two of us walking in the rain.  
 
I remember the rain on your skin,
and a lovely smile on your face.
Dint know where to begin,
so we started to embrace.
 
 
Its all that I ever dream of,
its always in my brain.
Forever with you my love,
kissing in the rain.
 
I remember looking in your eyes,
and you whispering I love you in me ear.
I almost started to cry,
al because of you my dear.
      
      
We loved each other from the start,
and it will always be remain.
Somewhere in my heart,
I will always walk with you through the rain.
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I love the rain.
 
Val.12-06-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Seasons
 
Seasons
 
The winter get older,
and snow begins to fall                   
As the days gets colder,                      
the temperature starts to stall.
 
The water stops to flow,
and icicle form on threes
Fields get covert with snow,
that ponds begin to freeze
 
 
Soon spring will arrive,
the sun gives of more heat.
The world starts to revive,
and the frost is gone and defeat.                 
 
The animals give birth,
and flowers are in full bloom 
It give life to mother earth
with different colours and perfume
 
 
The summer so dry and hot,
and the sun shines hours on end.
Animals looking for a shady spot,
the warmth dry out  the land.
 
On the horizon clouds begin to from,
the world seems relieved.               
Rain pours out of the tropical storm,
and a rainbow they resieved.  
 
 
Now autumn is getting near, 
and the threes losing there leaves.
Dark brown and yellow colours appear,                  
it looks like the whole world grief’s.
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The weather turns very raw,
with wind, storm and rain.
That’s mother natures law
and it will always be remain.
 
All seasons ends and time moves on.
It is what the world depends upon
 
                                                                                           Val.02-06-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Second Life?
 
Second life?
 
Its a fairytale some might say,
with happy people everyday.
 
As days went bye,
and weeks past,
Started to like it,
pretty fast.
 
Now I play hours on end,
searching for a nice friend.
Love to chat, love to dance,
looking for a little romance.
 
Don’t know what I seek,
don’t know what I will find.
Don’t be shy just speak.
Maybe we are 2 of a kind.
 
If you fall in love with a nice dame,
is second life then just a game?
 
Val.
 
valentino montanna
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She Is……………
 
She iS……………
 
Like sunshine on a cloudy days,   
shining into the deepest corners of my soul.
With all of her loving golden rays, 
she got me all under her control.
 
Like wind blowing though the threes,
whispering her sweet voice in to my ears.
With her refreshing midsummer breeze,
she wipes away al of my tears.                                 
 
Like a beautiful rainbow after a storm,
showing me the most wonderful human being.
With all her beauty she make me feel warm,
she cant imagine how I am feeling.                                            
 
Like a fog dissolving in front of the sun,
unveiling the most loving individual who exists.      
With her virgin like appearing she is the one, 
she is all I ever dreamt of ……..She iS.
 
Val.18-05-2008
 
valentino montanna
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Soulmate
 
Soulmate
 
 
You dint believe in wonders anymore,
but sometime a miracle becomes true.
You lost the hope it could come thru your door,
and so it just happens out of the blue.
 
It does happen ones in a while,
like a wonder its very rare.
That’s so good you smile,
then you know that you really care.
 
It’s a heavenly feeling,
you didn’t know it exist.
You don’t know the meaning,
but you know what you missed
 
You cant seek,
but you can find.
Suddenly it speaks,
your 2 of a kind
 
Its something very special,
it does come on a golden plate.
Then you actually know,
you found your SOUL MATE
 
Val.24-05-2007
 
valentino montanna
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Speak Up!
 
Speak up!
 
You’re the one who make me happy.               
You re the one that I love.
You’re the one thing for me,
my sweet angel from above.                                          
 
You’re the one I adore.
But you don’t speak anymore.             
 
I want to spent more time with you,
I want to have my pearl.
I want to try something new,
with my beautiful girl.
 
I want to do all the things we did before.
But you don’t speak anymore.
 
My love for you still exists.
My love is still blind.
My love is in a bliss,
and your always on my mind
 
My love hasn’t chanced, that’s for shore.
But you don’t speak anymore.
 
We had a wonderful time.
We had so much fun.
We had it sublime,
you cant be forgotten how it is begun.
 
We had so much to life for.
But you don’t speak anymore.
 
 
Its my life that’s broken and bent.
Its my life that’s full of pain.
Its my life that’s your biggest torment,
and will I ever see you again?
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Its my life that you ignore
Cause you don’t speak anymore.
 
                                                                                     Val.30-05-2007
 
valentino montanna
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The Book Of Love
 
The book of love
 
The book of love has many faces,
to open the cover could take for ages.  
It always starts in different places,
and write itself down as you turn the pages.
 
Contents of a book so fragile and weak,
contains all kinds of stuff  for people to see.
Things you wanted ore ever will seek,
it can hold the future but its no guarantee.
 
Chapters of love ore filled with grief,
things to come ore what ever will be.
All about feelings and things to receive,
what ever will come keep your mind free
 
line’s so honest you can hardly believe its truth
it touches the soul when you review
it makes you feel you got back to your youth
and its all these feelings gone stick to you like glue
 
Words so define only the chosen can read,
but they will not understand what it will mean.
Read between the line’s that’s all that they need,
try to fined out ore forever will be unseen.
 
Characters only stand out for those who see,
to open there hearts is al that they need                                      
Trust there instincts and they all will agree
it wound be easy if they want to succeed                                                       
 
Index should tell you no more than you already know,
just be patience there is no more you can do.                                                   
Al the different pages you all thumb trough,
now the book of love only has to open for you.
 
Val.22-06-2007
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valentino montanna
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Valentin. (German)
 
Valentin.
 
Du, das Licht in der Finsternis,
das Licht in der Nacht.
Mein Leben ohne Bitternis
die all meine Sinnen erwacht
 
Du, die Flamme der Seele,
die Flamme meines Herz.
Mein Kummer wird sie stillen,
sie lindert den Schmerz.
 
Du, der Stern am Himmel,
der Stern der Seligkeit.
Mein großes Herzflimmern
in all meine Ewigkeit.
 
Du, die Sonne in meinem Leben,
die Sonne ist mein Vitamin.
All meine Wärme würde ich dir geben.
Ich lieb dich ……, DU bist mein Valentin.
 
Val.07-02-2009
 
valentino montanna
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Waiting
 
Waiting
 
I never imagined it could be so hard,
to count the days down to our start.
Waiting for you to open to my heart,
its not easy when we live miles apart.
 
 
I never guessed it could be like this,
to be this patient for your kiss.
Waiting for us to be in a bliss,
cause you’re the one I always missed.
 
 
I never knew it could hurt this much,         
to pas away time until we can touch.
Waiting for us to be together as such,
but we don’t need things to rush.
 
 
Take your time, even one year,
cause I will be waiting without a fear.
Waiting until what ones was far will be near,
and all because I love you my dear.
 
Val.17-11-2008
 
valentino montanna
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Whishing The Impossible.
 
Whishing the impossible.
 
If I tossed a coin into a well.
Wishing for you to realize me from my spell.
Dreaming for us to be a team.
But I am dreaming the impossible dream. 
 
If I watched a star falling from the sky.                                            
Wishing for you to my loving pie.
Hoping for your love to be my dope.
But I am hoping the impossible hope.
 
If I blew out all the candles on my birthday cake.                   
Wishing for my love, for you to take.
Praying for your love to declare.       
But I am praying the impossible prayer.
 
If I broke the cooked turkey’s wishbone in grace.
Wishing for a miracle to take place. 
Wishing for you to be my standing dish.
But I am wishing the impossible wish.
 
I wish for the impossible wish to build, 
wishing until this wish will be fulfilled.
 
Val.24-05-2008
 
valentino montanna
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You Are Who You Are
 
I hate the way you are.
And what you done to me.
Sometimes your act so bizarre.
So I doubt and disagree.
 
I hate the way you are.
And how you make me feel.
Scratching old scars.
Which needed time to heal.
 
I hate the way you are.
And all what’s said and done.
But still…it makes you by far.
My very special someone.
 
 
Val.08-08-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Zandkasteeltje. (Dutch)
 
Zandkasteeltje.
 
Zandkasteeltjes bouwen uit losse zand.
Samen met jou hand in hand.
Met emmertjes en schelpjes die we vinden op het strand.
Komt ons kasteeltje toch langzaam tot stand.
 
Met torentjes en vlaggetjes die wapperen in de wind.
Word ons kasteeltje door anderen bemind.
Schepje voor schepje en zo zot als een kind.
Bouwen we iets dat maar tijdelijk bind.
 
Een zandkasteeltje uit losse zand ontstaan.
Zal de tijd niet lang kunnen doorgaan.
Te kwetsbaar en fragiel om te blijven bestaan.
Maar in gedachte zal ik nog vaak denken aan.
 
Ons zandkasteeltje………………………….
 
Snake.15-08-2011
 
valentino montanna
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Zeig Mir Was Ich Bin. (German)
 
Zeig mir was ich bin,
Zeig ich Dir wohin.
 
Zeig mir Dein Kummer und Schmerz,
Zeig ich Dir mein Herz.
 
Zeig mir was Dich bedrückt
Zeig ich dir das Glück.
 
Zeig mir deine Gefühle.
Zeig ich dir das Ende der Zwickmühle.
 
Zeig mir wehr du bist.
Zeig ich dir was liebe ist.
 
Zeig mir wehr ich bin.
Zeig ich dir den Weg dorthin.
 
Ich würde dir alles zeigen, und noch viel, viel mehr.
Wenn du mir zeigen könntest, das ich der Richtige wär.
 
Val.18-11-2009
 
valentino montanna
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